Queerly Represent Me Ltd.
ABN: 95 626 874 226
ACN: 626 874 226

Queerly Represent Me has a team of
consultants who are qualified to discuss
diversity, inclusion, and accessibility with you.

Contact
hello@queerlyrepresent.me
http://QueerlyRepresent.Me
@QueerlyRepMe

Services

Consultants

Sensitivity reading of game content and
documentation. Creating content for public
statements and press releases.

We have several consultants on our core team, and
many other consultants on call based on your
requirements.

Supporting internal diversity and inclusion training.
Assisting with establishing diversity and inclusion
groups and policies within workplaces. Supporting
the transition towards more inclusive practices.
Consulting on inclusion and accessibility practices
within workplaces and in event planning.

Queerly Represent Me helps our consultants by
taking the invoicing, contracting, and reporting off
their hands, leaving them to do what they do best:
consultation.
Our consultants have tertiary qualifications and life
experience in a range of areas, including but not
limited to disability services, psychology, game
design, and narrative design.

Providing reports, question and answer sessions,
video conference calls, and whatever else your
team requires to reach your desired result.

We have a range of expertise areas, including but not
limited to assorted sexualities (including asexuality),
assorted genders and gender identities, race and
culture (including Indigenous Australian), disability
and accessibility, and mental health.

Testimonials

Starting prices

Chris Gardiner, Narrative Director, Failbetter
Games

You will be charged a set rate that is calculated from
our initial discussions based on an hourly rate per
consultant.

‘I'd strongly encourage other studios to engage
QRM for consultations. Our experience was
professional, warm, intensely useful, and
intellectually invigorating. QRM went to great
lengths to understand the specific context of our
game and audience, and tailor their advice
accordingly.’

This rate can vary depending on the time and number
of consultants required for your particular situation.
Please contact us for a quote!
Sensitivity reading starting at 180AUD / 150USD
Full consultation starting at 700AUD / 580USD

Additional references available on request.

Queerly Represent Me acknowledges the Gubbi Gubbi people, the Traditional Owners of the land on which the company was founded, as well as the
Indigenous people of every region—both Australian and internationally—in which we work. We pay our respects to Elders past, present, and emerging.
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